MANAGING HYBRID IT

Maximizing the cloud: Enabling innovation, redefining governance

Cloud adoption is growing

Cloud usage is surging as organizations seek greater competitive edge
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Have already deployed
cloud in their business1

Deeper adoption within functions

The majority of functional
units will use cloud for
some element of their
business by next year1

2013
2014
Corporate spending on
cloud is growing rapidly2

More cloud creates different challenges
Organizations are identifying new challenges as managing multiple clouds
alongside traditional systems becomes the reality

Risk

New data security, service
disruption and regulatory
compliance risks emerge

Business unit
leaders say integration
issues prevent them
getting the best out of
departmental clouds

Unified
management

Cloud and non-cloud
systems must be managed
alongside one another

Cost
control

Integration

Faster cloud
adoption increases
need to manage
costs transparently

Managing a ‘hybrid IT’ landscape
A new kind of IT environment is rapidly emerging
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Aggregate,
integrate and manage
cloud services

IT must adapt
Governance models, integration processes and management systems must evolve
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+ management

Process + policy

Tools + systems

Service Delivery
FUJITSU Cloud Integration Platform

Broker of services for other
business leaders, while
bolstering relevant IT skills

Business units empowered,
but governance framework
ensures maximum return
and minimum risk

FUJITSU Cloud Integration
Platform makes it simpler, safer
and more cost effective to adopt
multiple cloud services and
manage alongside non-cloud

Re-engineering for cloud
Organizations need to adapt in several areas to extract most value from cloud:

Empowering business
innovation
Greater understanding
of risk
Transparency on spend
Consistent management
of cloud and non-cloud

“The CIO should be
leading the charge in leveraging
the cloud to make things work,
and really partner with functional
leaders on outcomes.”

Reducing IT operational
management costs
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